
  

 

 
 
Media release 

 

DKSH Glory Medicina’s strategic relocation preserves 
expansion capacity 
 
As part of the DKSH Group, Glory Medicina Lda.  has officiated an opening ceremony for the newly 

relocated headquarter at the St. Lazarus district. This move underlines the Group’s trust in the 

entity in the booming Macau market. 

 

Macau, December 13, 2019 – DKSH, the leading Market Expansion Services provider with a focus on 

Asia, has officially relocated to the industrial hub of St Lazarus Parish, following a two-year development 

blueprint. 

 

The new warehouse is conveniently situated with easy access by public transport. Its spacious floor area 

expands the warehouse’s capacity by 36 percent and doubles its cold storage size for planned 

progression. With the move, the DKSH Macau team has initiated to redesign standard operating 

procedures and the infrastructure layout. The improvements in this area will facilitate operational 

mechanisms to optimize efficient storage, effective maneuver and quick turnaround.  

 

To increase quality assurance and maintain its high industry benchmark, DKSH Macau has received and 

continues to strictly comply with Good Storage and Distribution Practices (GSDP), according to ISO 9001 

and 13485 standards and local regulations. A 24-hour uninterruptible power supply system and door 

locking system haven been purposely built to closely monitor and control device and warehouse 

temperatures. This ensures that all healthcare products and medical devices are preserved under 

consistent quality conditions. 

 

Steven Chao, Assistant General Manager, Healthcare Operations, Glory Medicina Lda. said: “Our team 

is thrilled to have achieved this milestone with its significant meaning – to better serve our clients and 

customers. The new warehouse streamlines and connects each operational module to complement our 

full-agency service model in the market.” 

 

Wai Ting Fong, Vice President, Healthcare, DKSH Hong Kong, said: “We have been in the Macau market 

for over 35 years, and this successful step is a huge encouragement to prove our widened contribution 

in the region. Our service diversity, industry coverage and quality benchmark will continue to speak for 

our comprehensive offerings to the market. I would also like to take this opportunity to appreciate the 

Macau Special Administrative Region Government and its various departments’ support for the whole 

relocation project.” 
 

About DKSH  

DKSH is the leading Market Expansion Services provider with a focus on Asia. The Group helps other 

companies and brands to grow in the Consumer Goods, Healthcare, Performance Materials and 

Technology sectors. DKSH’s portfolio of services includes sourcing, market insights, marketing and sales, 

distribution and logistics as well as after-sales services. Publicly listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange, the 

Group operates in 35 markets with 33,000 specialists, generating net sales of CHF 11.3 billion in 2018. 

With its Swiss heritage and long business tradition since 1865, DKSH is deeply rooted in Asia Pacific. 

The DKSH Business Unit Healthcare distributes pharmaceuticals, consumer health and over-the-counter 

(OTC) products as well as medical devices. With around 8,800 specialists, the Business Unit generated 

net sales of CHF 6.1 billion in 2018. 
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For further information please contact: 
 

DKSH Hong Kong   

Astrid Lo 

Manager, Branding & Communications 

Phone +852 2895 9610  

astrid.lo@dksh.com  
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